
visit Quan Lan Island in Ha Long 
On the island there are many cultural monuments, historical mark the glorious 
victories of his father in the struggle against foreign invaders. Going from the 
mainland to Quan Lan Island without applying Vietnam visa. To facilitate exploration 
of Quan Lan Island, readers can choose high-speed train journey from Cai Rong 
(Van Don district) or derived from living Hon Gai wharf (Bach Dang Ward, Ha Long 
City). After about 1 ½ hours cruise on Bai Tu Long Bay, visitors will come jade Quan 
Lan Island. 
 
Discover Quan Lan Island 
The first impression visitors surely moving from the pier on the cars of people called 
cluck (a blue 3 -wheel vehicles), go through the white sand dunes and casuarina 
groves Outing a cool breeze the sea is dreaming. 
The first destination, is the most meaningful visit Quan Lan, light an incense stick 
commemorate the general’s frontier town of Van Don Tran Khanh Du Army defeated 
the Mongol invasion. This is a beautiful house, a sacred island in the minds of 
people. The home was built in the ancient trading port under the post- Le Cai Village 
(17th century), the church is the only house of King Ly Anh Tong – who had founded 
the Van Don trading port in 1149. This is the house beautiful neck, the elaborate 
wooden larboard (only on Ba Mun island rock, Van Don) carved elaborate, 
sophisticated, subtle contours and elaborate. Over hundreds of years, the wooden 
poles larboard still intact, no termite. 
 
The beautiful beach 
Coming this summer in Quan Lan, an indispensable destination is the beach like 
lentils beach, Son Hao… not far from the town center. This is the beach of fine sand 
layers thick, pristine, cool water, throughout. The early morning, or the afternoon 
visitors can enjoy the fresh ocean seafood. In the early dew that tourists can go visit 
the wharf seafood sale at the fish market. Tan Rate (right near Quan Lan) or about 
30 minutes walk from the beach stone lentils welcome to explore the grandeur, 
pristine sea. 
 
Cycling around the island 
One way to explore the island is equally interesting bike hire (70-80 thousand / day) 
walk around the island, visiting the beach forest and Pearl brooch … This promises 
to be exciting form by future road 24m wide tourism connected to Minh Chau 
commune will soon raging success. 
Stay at Quan Lan by booking a room online at hotels in Ha Long bay, visitors can 
look at the beach resort of Son Hao Van Hai Ceramic Company, engaged campfire 
with the local exchange, offshore fishing, squid fishing. Another option is equally 
interesting forms homestay – homestay, you’ll be eating in the same people, had a 
scan every night sim ink or train carried the same country at the stricken devotees 
every morning. 
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